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When Connecting Point A to Point B, 
What Happens to Point C?

CONSIDERING BYPASS HIGHWAYS

by Hannah Twaddell

safety, and cutting down on noise and air
pollution in communities where the
main street is also a regional route.

The impacts on local economies and
land use patterns, however, are not quite
so predictable. The removal of through
traffic from downtown is a blessing for
some communities, but a death knell for
others. The new businesses and houses
that tend to spring up around the newly
accessible areas can be a welcome addi-
tion to the regional economy, a threat to
the rural environment, or both.

Caution: Before Proceeding 
Identify Your Traffic Problems 
& Determine If a Bypass 
Is the Best Way to Resolve Them

• Is your community’s main problem
constant congestion along a roadway all
day and night? If that’s the case, have you
examined whether your existing road
networks can be improved and modestly
expanded in order to provide multiple
routes? 

• Is the big issue you’re facing rush
hour congestion, with backups at key
intersections? If that’s the case, have your
traffic engineers taken a hard look at
whether the intersections can be
redesigned, relocated, or better managed
with coordinated signals? 

• Are your primary problems safety
related, such as a high incidence of rear-
end and left-turn crashes? If that’s the
case, have you looked into access man-
agement strategies, such as consolidating
several driveways into one intersection?1

Or is the problem speeding vehicles that
make life dangerous for pedestrians? If
so, traffic calming techniques may help
resolve the issue.

• Have you always depended upon
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“Bypasses are devices that allow people to
dash from Point A to Point B very fast while
other people dash from Point B to Point A
very fast. People living at Point C, being a
point directly in between, are often given to
wonder what’s so great about Point A that
so many people from Point B are so keen to
get there; and what’s so great about Point B
that so many people from Point A are so
keen get there. They often wish that people
would just once and for all work out where
the hell they wanted to be.”

– Douglas Adams, 
The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy

Bypasses are highways built
with the intent of directing traffic
around, rather than through, a
city or town center. 

It’s important to understand, however,
that a bypass is not just a road that car-
ries cars and trucks around town. It is a
new link in the regional network. As
Douglas Adams, in his inimitable way
points out, bypasses have an effect upon
all the points in their vicinity. Points A
and B may have barely existed before the
bypass was built, but they quickly
become key places to be for a broad
radius of high-speed travelers. Mean-
while, Point C, the original city, may be
left wondering where everybody went!

Prior to the opening of a bypass inter-
change, Point A may have been within,
say, a half-hour drive of only a handful of
people living or working nearby. But
after the high-speed bypass highway
opens, it will be within a half-hour drive
of a whole new range of people, destina-
tions, and linkages to more places.

Bypasses are most frequently built
around small cities and towns (popula-
tion 20,000 or less) that have developed
along state highways. Most of the time,
the new roads do have the intended
effect of relieving congestion, improving

commerce from tourists, commuters,
truckers, or others who drive through
your town because it’s on the way to
somewhere else? If you’re in this situa-
tion, it’s important to look closely at why
the bypass is proposed, and make sure
the advantages outweigh the loss of these
drive-by shoppers.

• Perhaps your town is primarily a
place people drive to, rather than
through. It houses one or more regional
economic engines like a college, corpo-
rate headquarters, or hospital. You might
welcome the opportunity to get trucks
and through traffic out of your down-
town. But if most people are aiming for
the center of town, a better investment
might focus on making the existing street
system more efficient (perhaps by
improving intersections or adding stra-
tegic connections to provide multiple
route choices and spread traffic out more 
evenly).

The key point is that bypass high-
ways are expensive investments, with
major impacts – sometimes unintended.
Before deciding your city or town needs a
bypass, make sure you’ve thoroughly
examined other “less invasive”
approaches to dealing with the issues
your community faces. This type of
analysis will often call for participation
from your Metropolitan Planning Orga-
nization (MPO), if your region has one,
and your state department of transporta-
tion (DOT). They can bring resources
and expertise that many smaller cities
simply don’t have.

Green Light: We’ve Decided to Go With
a Bypass. Now What?

OK. Your city – in conjunction with
your state DOT (and MPO, if you have
one) – has done a careful analysis of your
traffic and transportation problems, and
concluded that a bypass highway is, in
fact, needed.2
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It is clear that communities that plan
for how they will deal with new develop-
ment in the areas made accessible by the
bypass will fare better than those that
hope the bypass highway will just take
undesired traffic out of downtown.

You’ll want to work with your region-
al neighbors and DOT to plan where
accesses to the bypass will be located,
and determine the form of development
that will be allowed and encouraged
around the interchanges. One key goal
should be to reduce the likelihood that
downtown businesses will relocate to
sites close to the bypass interchanges. 

Develop and adopt regional and local
master plans, zoning tools, and design
standards for development that will com-
plement, rather than compete with, 
what your downtown has to offer. In
addition, adopt associated plans and pro-
grams to limit development where it is
not wanted. Buy the development rights,
downzone the land, and beef up the eco-
nomic viability of existing farms and
rural activities.

I know these are politically and finan-
cially challenging actions, but they must
be taken if you want new regional devel-
opment patterns to benefit, rather than
harm, your community. 

If a bypass will be built, it is also of
critical importance that you work with
your DOT to get excellent signage and
attractive streetscape improvements for
the gateways into town from the bypass
highway. 

Seek to have your DOT’s plans for the
bypass include improvements to the
route linking the bypass interchange to
your downtown, as this will be a key
gateway into town. Improvements might
include building or upgrading sidewalks,
and providing bike lanes, tree-lined
medians, on-street parking, and bus 
pull-offs.

growing economic and social conundrum.
The region’s lifeblood and rural character
has been, and is still, based on dairy farm-
ing. For many years, it has been home to
Amish and Mennonite communities. As
you may know, most of these folks travel
by foot, bicycle, or by horse and buggy. 
As vehicle traffic and driver speed grows,
traveler safety is increasingly threatened. 

Traffic has also been increasing on
nearby State Highway 13, and talk of

Colby, Wisconsin
In 2002, Colby, Wisconsin
(pop. 1,616) welcomed the

introduction of the Highway 29 bypass
around the nearby farming town of
Abbotsford (pop. 1,935).3 In anticipation
of the highway bypass, the City annexed
land along the route for future develop-
ment. As soon as it was built, a Shell sta-
tion and a Hardees restaurant went up by
that interchange, and developers 
began eyeing more opportunities.

Property along the entire High-
way 29 corridor, particularly along
the bypass area in Colby, has
increased in value. Between 1998
and 2005, Colby’s business com-
munity grew from 65 to 75
employers and 700 to 734
employees. Tourism to scenic
areas and recreational parks is also
booming. More traffic is coming
through the city from vehicles
traveling to and from the bypass. Finally,
the bypass (at 65 mph) is the fastest road
in the entire County, which makes Colby 
a convenient place to live for commuters
working in nearby regional trade centers.

Along with its new prosperity and
quickening pace of life, however, the city
and surrounding communities are facing a
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than building a bypass. Consider the
impacts a new high-speed bypass may
have on your town’s economy. 

If you do decide on a bypass, work
regionally on plans to ensure the bypass
interchanges will attract growth that
complements, rather than competes with,
your existing downtown. Make efforts to
ensure that the project also includes
improvements to the gateways leading
from the bypass interchanges into the
center of town. ◆

Hannah Twaddell is a Senior
Transportation Planner in 
the Charlottesville, Virginia,
office of Renaissance Plan-
ning Group. Her “Forward
Motion” column appears reg-
ularly in the PCJ.

Incorporating these kind of improve-
ments into the overall project may be a
challenge in these days of limited state
transportation resources, but whatever is
needed will likely be a fraction of the
budget for building the bypass highway.
Exert whatever pressure you can, as this
may be your best opportunity for having
these improvements built – improve-
ments that will yield big dividends for
your community.

SUMMING UP: 

Question carefully why a bypass is
needed, and look at the whole range 
of potential solutions. Intersection im-
provements, access management, and
improved connectivity around the exist-
ing corridor may be more cost-effective

1 Editor’s Note: for more on this, see “Access Manage-
ment,” by Elizabeth Humstone & Julie Campoli, in
PCJ #29 (available to order & download at:
www.plannersweb.com/wfiles/w364.html).

2 Federal regulations require a study of a major new
roadway to consider the analysis of alternatives that I
described in the preceding section. Make sure it really
does.

3 Information for this sidebar drawn from the Fed-
eral Highway Administration: <www.fhwa.dot.gov
/planning/econdev/wis29.htm>.

★

Dairy farming still dominates large parts of rural Wiscon-
sin, but the amount of farmland is shrinking.
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another bypass is beginning. Some local
residents are expressing concern that this
bypass could alter the agricultural land-
scape that literally feeds the community
and makes it special. The roadway itself
would sever existing farms and take avail-
able farmland.

The challenge will be to work with
their state DOT to find solutions to
regional mobility problems that yield eco-
nomic benefits without sacrificing the
agricultural base.




